Cate Blanchett
Academy Award-winning Actor

CSA CELEBRITY SPEAKERS
Cate Blanchett is an Academy Award-winning actress known for roles in an array of esteemed films, including Elizabeth, The Aviator, The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button, Blue Jasmine and Carol. Cate has also had an extensive career on stage and is a four-time Helpmann
Award winner for Best Female Actor in a Play.
"I am happiest when I don't know what's coming next." - Cate Blanchett

In detail

Languages

She was the first person to win the Sydney Theatre Critic's Circle

She presents in English.

Theatre award for Best Newcomer for her role in Kafka Dances,
and Best Lead Actress for her role in David Mamet's Oleanna,

Want to know more?

opposite Shine star Geoffrey Rush. By winning the Oscar for her

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

portrayal of Katharine Hepburn, she became the first person to

could bring to your event.

give an Oscar-winning portrayal of a previous Oscar winner. Cate
and her husband, screenwriter Andrew Upton, were appointed

How to book her?

co-artistic directors of the Sydney Theatre Company, serving in

Simply phone or e-mail us.

that capacity for several seasons. Cate appeared as the elf
queen Galadriel in Peter Jackson's The Lord of the Rings trilogy.
She will take the seat of jury president at the 71st edition of the
Festival de Cannes.

What she offers you
Cate Blanchett provides audiences with an insight into her career
as one of Hollywood's leading female actors. Drawing from her
extensive experience, Cate engages and touches on a whole
range of topics.

How she presents
Cate has a unique presence and charisma, adding prestige and
glamour to any event. She gives a human face and personal
perspective to the changing landscape of the film industry.

Topics
The Film Industry
Women's Issues
Environment
Host & Awards
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